
 

 

Wipro Interview Questions 

screenshot code 

what is POI 

agile model explain? 

agile methodology and members roles? 

sprint and its duration? 

what is backlogs? 

what is regression testing? 

test case scenario and test cases? 

he gave a senario for email application and asked how regression testing is handled? 

sql query for a given two tables and perform inner join. 

 

RLE India client interview 

1.what is the difference between webdriver and server 

2.Automation can be possible in PDF file,if it is possible then how can u work? 

3.what are the ecommerce site u worked 

4.Tell me each module explanation in our project 

5.what is agile methodology 

6.In selenium components,currently which one is trendy. 

7.we can use automation testing in all field? 

8.Designing can be possible in automation? 

9.what is meant by SOAP in automation? 

10.using barcode reader we can do automation? 

11.Do you know javascript and explain? 

 

 



 

 

Photon Interview questions 

1.)Tell me about urself? 

2.)about ur project? 

3.)what is TDD? 

4.)what is functional testing? 

5.)what is jenkins? 

6.)Explain about Rally? 

7.)what is interface? 

8.)write a program for count of words? 

Aspire Interview 

what framework? 

explain BDD. 

BDD keywords used by you? 

testNG data provider? 

return type? 

testng terms like description ,exception,priority,grouping - why include exclude?   

why maven ? other uses other maintaining project structure 

POM ? 

why object repositories in seperate class? 

idea about different properties uses for POM? 

thread? 

thread.locator? 

why page factory other than initialization? 

jdbc connection code? 

data driven excel code? 

classes used in POI 

why we use static in coding in java? 



 

what static classes we used in selenium? 

webdriver driver as static why? do you use like this in your project? 

why xpath and why css selector? 

what is absolute ,relative, intermediate relative path? 

do you accept you store intermediate paths seperately? 

insert value in txt box? 

do you give screenshot for everyline or only for defect? if so why? 

 jenkins? 

exception on list? 

update query? 

mutable and immutable? 

program to replace a particular number in a string of numbers ad symbols? 

 


